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mail Vma(9)l\ order \brd-9r\pl16bia\T6-be-0\
n. an exaggerated fear of buying through mail order advertising

Mailorderphobia— the fear of buying “sight unseen” through
mail order ads — affects thousands of collectors who once used
the mails with confidence.

But you won’t find it in NUMISMATIC NEWS. Because our
advertisers pass a strict screening policy before they utilize our
pages. To further protect the interests of our valued subscribers,
we spend thousands annually in a “blind testing” program, and
recognize the integrity of our advertisers with the Krause
Publications’ Customer Service Award.
While the constant shadow of Mailorderphobia may lurk over

others, you can rely on NUMISMATIC NEWS to provide an
atmosphere that promotes a fair exchange in all your mail order
transactions.
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The Adventures of J. C. Buffum, Pittsburgh Entrepeneur

By Wayne K. Homren

Based on a talkpresented to the
Western Pennsylvania Numismatic Society

August 2, 1988

Joseph Curtis Buffum was a businessman who operated a successful bottling company in Pittsburgh.

During the Civil War, his company issued a "copperhead" token advertising "Buffums Mineral Water". Just one

variety of this Civil War Storecard token was produced, and it is estimated that 2,000 to 5,000 examples

remain today 1
.

This article begins with an outline of the life of J. C. Buffum and the history of his company. The remainder

of the paper quotes several interesting entries from Buffum’s personal diary.

DIGGING FOR HISTORY

Much information about J.C. Buffum and his company was uncovered in an archeological study performed

by Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Museum of Natural History. Artifacts were recovered from four major construction

sites in downtown Pittsburgh, namely PPG Place, Fifth Avenue Place, CNG Tower, and the Benedum Center

for the Performing Arts. Archaeologists and their assistants worked among bulldozers and other heavy

construction equipment, racing against the clock to recover and record as many artifacts as construction

schedules would allow. An exhibit titled "Pieces of the Past: Archaelogy in Pittsburgh" displayed many of the

artifacts which had lain undisturbed beneath the busy city streets for over a hundred years.

Many of the items recovered were found in wells and privies 16 to 45 feet below modern street level. Verna

Cowin, director of the project, reported that one of the wells very likely belonged to Buffum’s bottling company.

In the abandoned well were found examples of Buffum bottles spanning a forty year period, the oldest on the

bottom.

JOSEPH C. BUFFUM

J. C. Buffum was born on January 22nd, 1825, in Westmoreland, New Hampshire. He studied law,

medicine, and farming, and at the age of twenty-one, moved to Pittsburgh, PA with his brother Haskell.

Joseph was greatly interested in medicine, and formed a Phreno-Magnetic Society, whose members studied

the treatment of nervous disorders with magnetism, a very popular cure in mid-19th century America. He

prepared medications for friends and relatives, but never became a physician.

1 jFuld 75], p494
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The brothers started a beer and pop business in 1847, selling their first products from a horse-drawn

wagon. While Haskell minded the business, J. C. set off in search of other pursuits. He was married in

August, 1848, and returned to New Hampshire to study medicine at Dartmouth College. Just a year later

news of the discovery of gold in California prompted J. C. to set out for Sacremento, CA. He had some minor

success and was able to convert gold from his claim into some San Francisco real estate. In 1850 he returned

to the bottling business, forming a partnership to sell soda water in San Francisco.

By 1852 he had returned to Pittsburgh to resume business with his brother Haskell. In 1854 the firm moved

to 26 Market Street, where they manufactured mineral water, sarsaparilla, pop, ale, and porter. Large orders

were being shipped by water and rail across the country. The firm continued to grow, acquiring and merging

with several other bottling companies.

During the Civil War J.C. served as a captain. Later he was elected the Burgess of Lawrenceville. He

became involved in other business enterprises including an oil refinery and a lumberyard. He died on March

8, 1904, and was buried in Homewood Cemetary. The company continued in business until 1922, making it

the longest-lasting bottling enterprise in Pittsburgh.

THE DIARY

From September, 1847 through October, 1854 Joseph Buffum kept a journal, which now resides in the

California State Historical Society. A copy of the diary is in the collections of The Carnegie Library of

Pittsburgh [Buffum 35]. It is a fascinating glimpse at mid-19th century life as seen through the eyes of an

intelligent young man. The early pages of the diary describe his daily routine as a student, and his exploits as

an amatuer physician. Later sections detail his arduous journey with fellow 49’ers across land to California.

The remainder of this paper quotes various passages verbatim from Buffum’s diary.

SCHOOL DAYS

September 14th, 1847

I am now resolved to quit business and prepare myself for college; for which purpose I have just purchased

Anthony’s Greek lessons, and Bullion’s Latin Grammar, $.75, and am about to commence Cicero’s Orations

under instruction of Mr. Bradley of Allegheny City, a graduate of Yale College. I am now determined to value

time as it passes and improve it I will now keep a dayly (sic) record of my time and progress and am
determined that a day shall not pass without my doing some good not only to myself but to my fellow man.

October 17th, 1847

Still attended school; got along very well; attended some little to my business. Still practicing Magnetism;
received a coat of Mr. Ramalege for restoring his daughter from the St. Vitus Dance; magnetized a good
many I have magnetized a Miss Elisa Foyt several times she was very much troubled with the head ache but

is now well of it.

October 31st, 1847

Raymond & Warrings Menagherie arrived in town today and made a very good display The roman chariot is a
splendid affair. It is covered with gilt embossed figures as large as life; a great number of carriages. I think I will

go to see it. They have Boa constrictors and an anaconda, a buffalo, one verry (sic) large elephant. Herr
Dreirbruck is with them.
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GOING WEST

As romantic as the notion sounds, most 49’ers did not just "up and go" at the first word of the gold

discoveries. Today any one of us could step on an airplane and set foot in California by the end of the day. It

wasn’t so easy in 1849. The trip across country was long, very hard, and often extremely dangerous. Rather

than go it alone, groups of travellers banded together to form companies. Together the company would

purchase and share supplies, often shipping tools and other items by sea to be picked up when the company

reached its destination. Note that in 1849 California wasn’t yet part of the Union; Buffum refers to his fellow

travelers as "emigrants."

January 20, 1849

Met with the California A. T. & M. Co. at the Dartmouth Hotel. They have already met twice but have not yet

formed a company. But they having obtained the requisite number 25. I was elected one of the Directors of the

Company. I had for a long time felt the influence of the tide of enterprise setting towards Cal. and the flattering

prospects in that section of our country. I devoted all the time I could spare from my recitations to informing

myself on the state of the country, its productions, mineral wealth, etc, but had not yet met with a proper

opportunity to go. It seemed to me that a company of this kind would meet my wishes exactly Therefore my wife

being willing I joined this company.... The bonds to be given a week from tonight. The principal subject of

discussion is how we shall raise a sufficient fund to procure provisions and ship them via Cape Horn.

March 5, 1849

Arrived at St. Louis found a place of more importance than I had supposed it to be; is improving rapidly.

Behind it are beautiful rolling praries.

Independence, Missouri, was the embarkation point for many 49’ers. Putting the comforts of civilization

behind them, they set out on their journey through the wilderness. As the following journal entries show,

Buffum and his fellow travelers had to deal with Indians, wildlife, severe weather, disease, and accidents.

April 4th, 1849

Arrived at Independence found it thronged with emigrants. Proceeded to camp with Capt. Allen’s party from

Pittsburgh and camped some 2 miles back of the town.

... we made preparation to leave by way of Santa fe but abondoning that project for the want of sufficient

number to awe the bold Camanches.

... Mr. Robert Baird and myself took lodgings at Capt. Staples and made an arrangement to go in company with

2 of his sons who were going out with 2 good 6 mule teams and plenty of provisions. Here we fared exceedingly

well in a log cabin sleeping in the same room with the Proprietor and his lady and with others. This is frontier life.

We arrived ourselves of an opportunity to be present at a slave wedding which was altogether a nice affair.

May 1st, 1849

Cholera had already broken out here among the emigrants. Having completed our outfit we bid adieu to

civilization and "rolled" out of town at 2 P.M.

May 3rd, 1849

When I arose this morning I discovered a prarie rattlesnake coiled beneath the blanket under my head where I

suppose he had rested very comfortably but I soon put an end to his snakish career by separating his head to far

from his body.

May 16th, 1849

Passed Rock Creek. We are passing over a very roling country. Came to Big Blue passed 2 graves one a
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young man killed by the accidental discharge of his gun in the waggon.

May 17th, 1849

Some 3 miles further on we passed the junction of the St. Joseph road with this. This road was also swarming

with emigrants. Some large trains with families some for Cal. and others for Oregon. The road is covered wi

waggons as far as the sight extends with their white tops presents to the spectator a truly imposing spectacle.

May 19th, 1849

Today we passed over a very level portion... Every bone or horn by the way side is endorsed with numerous

individuals and companies names who have proceeded us, together with the date of passing. Papers are stuck

up upon sticks recording unfortunate circumstance encounters with Indians and cautionary devices.

May 20th, 1849

We here refreshed ourselves with a bathing; a thing very essential to health on the journey and very delightful

after travelling long in the dust.

May 24th, 1849

A severe thunder storm came on from the east about nightfall and continued till midnight. Such lightning as we

had I never before witnessed. It seemed as if everything in camp was wrapt in a sheet of flame and Nature

groaned with awful and continued thunder. The display of electricity on the plains is grand and sublime beyond

conception. The guards were driven in by the storm and the water increased to 3 inches depth in our tents and

we crowded into the waggons and slept across bales and boxes for the night.

June 21st, 1849

2 of our animals sick from poison water or grass. Gave them salt and bled them in the mouth. ...

Buffalo chips are still our principal fire wood.

By the fall of 1849 Buffum and his party reached their destination. Buffum’s journal entries become shorter

and more infrequent. Apparently the mining work kept him pretty busy.

October, 1849

Bought a claim for $200 and employed help at $16 per day or one ounce.

November 1 1th, 1849

We made a dividend of our dust concealed some of our tools in the earth beside a log, tied up our tent with the

culinary vessels in it; took our blankets upon our backs and left the canyon.

Joseph C. Buffum was a true pioneer in every sense of the word. As a student he worked very hard,

following his curiosities wherever they took him. The scope of his studies would be unheard of today,

including farming, law, and medicine. As a very young man he founded a medical society and started his own

business.

His curiosity and entrepeneurial nature led him to California in search of gold. The diary he kept chronicles

the arduous journey undertaken by so many pioneers as they expanded our nation westward. His experience

prepared him well for success in the business that would make his fortune. While J. C. Buffum is known to

numismatists for his tokens and bottling enterprise, he should be equally well known for his diary’s contribution

to the written history of one of the most pivotal events in the history of this country.
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Dear Mr. President: - A Suggestion

PAN Past President Donald Carlucci sent a letter to President Reagan suggesting
a qualified medalic artist or coin designer be appointed to the National Fine Arts
Commission. The suggestion has merit for it would provide the Commission with the
knowledge and expertise necessary to evaluate proposed designs and application to
this highly specialized and technical art form, thus eliminating poor or unworkable
coin designs. You are encouraged to write the president and your congressional
representatives on this issue.



PITTSBURGH A.N.A. SOUVENIR TOKENS NOW SCARCE

Unique Lead Trial Strike to be Auctioned

by Wayne Homren

Souvenir tokens announcing the 1989 Pittsburgh A.N.A. Convention are now a very scarce item,

according to Show Chairman Sam Deep. Although 2,500 tokens were struck, all were given away at the

"Future Conventions" table at the Cincinnati A.N.A. Convention in July. The tokens advertise the show

dates of next year’s annual convention, to be held August 9-13 in Pittsburgh, PA.

The obverse of the token depicts a triangle, symbolizing downtown Pittsburgh's triangular shape. The

city lies between two rivers, the Allegheny and Monongahela, which meet to form the mighty Ohio. The

city’s business district is nicknamed the "Golden Triangle." The apex of the triangle is called simply, "the

Point".

Capitalizing on this theme, the convention committee decided to use the phrase "Get to the Point" as a

rallying cry for the Pittsburgh show. The phrase was used on the token and will be used in convention

advertisements throughout the year.

The souvenir token was struck by the Green Duck corporation of Hernando, Mississippi. The Von

Senden company acted as local agent for the committee. Both companies went to extra lengths to

ensure that the tokens would be available in time for the Cincinnati convention. Deep recalled his anxiety

waiting for the "opening bell" in Cincinnati: "the tokens weren’t ready yet when I left Pittsburgh; I was

assured that they would be sent directly to my hotel in time for the show."

While other Pittsburgh committee members readied themselves for the crowds minutes before the

show was to open, Deep was pacing the hotel lobby. The tokens still hadn’t arrived. Like a White Knight

to the rescue, an overnight courier truck arrived with the package just minutes after the opening bell.

Sam rushed to the bourse floor and within minutes the Pittsburgh committee members were handing the

tokens to conventioneers entering the bourse hall.

"We poured a pile of them on the table, like gold doubloons. They were a big hit. People kept asking

for seconds and thirds for their children," said Deep. PAN members Pat McBride, Rodger Hershey, and

Wayne Homren were among the first to get their copies of the token. Rodger found one off-center piece,

and Wayne found another. Later in the day former ANACS authenticator Tom DeLorey stopped by to

look for errors, too, but apparently none were left.

The tokens were distributed liberally the first couple days of the convention, but soon supplies ran

short. On Friday morning, the remaining tokens were found stacked in a neat triangular pile, courtesy of

some YN’s led by Sam’s son, David Deep. "We were a little more cautious with our handouts after that.

We hated to spoil the nice design."

By Saturday morning, the tokens were gone. Soon the committee realized, a little too late, that they’d

forgotten to hold back a supply for the folks back home. Some of the committee members who didn’t

make the convention, never got a copy of the medal. Richard Buckley, who originally conceived the

design, had to resort to purchasing one at a local club auction for $5.00. "Everybody thought it was
funny, so they bid me up,” joked Buckley.



The tokens are made of gold-colored anodized aluminum, diameter 1 1/4 inches. The obverse of the

token states "Get to the Point” within a triangle. Surrounding that design is the legend "Pittsburgh’s

Golden Triangle". The reverse inscription is: American / Numismatic / Association / 98th Anniversary /

Convention / August 9-13, 1989 / Pittsburgh, PA. Convention-goers might recognize this design as the

front and back of the gold-colored T-shirts worn by Pittsburgh committee members.

One special piece was held back: a lead trial strike. Only one such piece was made. This unique

token exhibits a beautiful toning on both sides. To raise funds to offset the costs of making the tokens,

the trial strike will be auctioned off at the first Pittsburgh organizing committee meeting of 1989. Mail bids

must be postmarked by December 31st, 1988. Send your bids to:

Lead Souvenir Token Auction

98th ANA Anniversary Convention

1810 Antietam St.

Pittsburgh, PA 15206***********
PA ASSOC, of NUMISMATISTS CONVENTION

The Tenth Annual PAN Convention was well attended on the weekend of
August 13 and 14. The Hilton Inn in Scranton, PA provided the
setting for a 60 table bourse and steady crowd for the two day
event

.

A top quality slate of educational programs were co-ordinated by

Wayne Homren. The 1811 restrike half cent was the highlight of the

Early American Coppers meeting presented by Dr . Ernest Montgomery
(pictured at left above). A detailed history was given by Dr.

Montgomery, along with the display of his own specimen of' this

true numismatic rarity.

The Numismatic Bibliomania Society meeting was hosted by John H.

Burns (pictured at right above). The program consisted of a slide

presentation of the most extensive collection of rare numismatic
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books in private hands in the United States. Mr. Armand Champa gra-
ciously allowed us to use his only slide set of his incredible
library for the meeting. For those that have that first edition red-
bookget ready to be humbled. How about a set of Chapman catalogues
or. S. Crosby's "Early Coins of America" or countless volumes of B.

Max Mehl or Thian ' s "Register of Confederate Debt."

The John Reich Collectors Meeting was hosted by Mr. Jules Reiver.
The topic was "Engravers Errors on Early U.S. Coins." This program
consisted of Mr. Reiver's slides that gave the viewer an in depth
look into the mistakes and sometimes clever solutions to hiding them
by mint engravers of the past. The knowledge that was shared gave
those in attendance a valuable edge in the pursuit of rarities that
are still out there for those that are willing to learn.

"Coins of the Bible" by Charles Culleiton gave the audience a look at
ancient times through the different coinage used. The incredible
part is that the average collector can own a piece of history without
a large budget to spend.

The Pennsylvania Token Collectors Organization (PATCO) held a Swap
Meet that drew collectors from over a broad area of the state. This
is a growing field that is increasing in popularity. For those that
enjoy treading in uncharted waters, tokens are the place to be.

Saturday evening the Scranton Coin Club provided the setting for theAnnual Banquet Key speaker was ANA President Stephen Taylor
ih^
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Exhibit Awards were presented during the banquet by Dick Duncan,
Exhibit Chairman. The winners were: 1st. Dick Duncan (above right)
for "Goldern Indians", 2nd. Ray Rennick (above 3rd from right) for
"U.S. Fractional Currency", 3rd. Charles Culleiton (.2nd from right)
for "World Trade Dollars", 4th Patrick McBride (above left) for
"Militart Payment Certificates." Junior winner was Dorothy Stutzman
(above center)' for "Encased Cents." The Peoples Choice Award,

sponsored by CPNA, went to Charles Culleiton.

The Frank Gasparro Award went to a most deserving person by the name

of John Eshbach. His work in and for the betterment of the hobby

goes without question by those who know him. The Gilroy Roberts

Literary Award recipient this year was Wayne Homren (above right).

His contributions of articles for the Clarion and other numismatic

publications were many.
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Philadelphia coin dealer Harry Forman again showed his generosity to

the PAN organization by donating medals engraved by Frank Gasparro
for a benefit auction. They were accompanied by handwritten letters

from Mr. Gasparro discribing each medal. The prices realized were in

excess of five hundred dollars.

Mr. Richard Cross, of Scranton, donated for auction a one of a kind

set of the PAN Tenth Anniversary Medal. It included one gold, one

silver, one bronze and a lead trial strike. This set was auctioned
for $650. Rich was also Bourse Chairman for this years coin show.
We all salute his efforts on behalf of our association.

Pictured above are the officers for the 1989 term. From left
Treasurer Chester Trzcinski; Regional Vise Presidents Don Hastie
(North East), John Burns (West), Tony Almond (South East); Rusty
Baily (South Central- not pictured); President Robert Matylewicz;
PAN Board Chairman Donald Carlucci; Secretary Patrick McBride;
Governor Richard Duncan and Charles Culleiton. Recording Secretary
Corleen Chesonis not pictured.

(Text by Patrick McBride, pictures supplied by Ray Rennick)*****¥¥¥¥**
THE COLDEST KOPEKS

By Ralph Mills, Jr.
When we think of living where it's cold we think of places like Nome,
Alaska or Moscow, Russia. Indeed, International Falls, Minnesota is
infamous for its cold weather. The local supermarket reportedly
invites people to step inside their ice cream delivery truck to "warm
up." The islands of Greenland and Iceland bring to mind more visions
of cold lands

.

But
, I am thinking of colder lands than those , colder even than

Russian Siberia. Colder than the northernmost point in Europe....
Norway's North Cape which is 300 miles north of the Artie Circle.
Lying midway between North Cape, Norway and the North Pole is the
land known as the cold coast", the land of the coldest kopecks",
Svalbord (also known as Spitsbergen).
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Svalbord lies between Latitude 74° - 81 °N and Longitude 10° - 35°E.
Second by a few scant minutes, not degrees, to Franz Josef Land it is
the most northerly land of the Eastern hemisphere. Its average tem-
perature ranges from -22° to only +7°C, that's from -8°F to about
45°F (only 13 degrees above freezing). Brrr!

The Vikings discovered and explored the islands in the 12 century.
There are nine principle islands in the group. Spitsbergen (possible
translation "biting 'cold' harbor"), Kvitoya (White Island), Edgeoya
(Edge Island), Barentsoya (Barents Island), Bjornoya (Bear Island),
Nordaustlandet (North East Land), Prinz Karls Forland (Prince Charles
Foreland), Kong Karis Land (Kong Charles Land), and Hopen.

The islands were rediscovered by Willem Brents in 1596. Henry Hudson
reported good whaling there in 1607 and after considerable bickering
the Dutch and English reached agreement over whaling rights to the
islands in 1618. Just about this same time the Danes claimed the
islands as part of Greenland.

In the early 20th century coal deposits were discovered on the
islands. Despite diverse interests and claims to the islands by
British, Dutch, Norwegians, Swedes, Danes, Russians, and Americans, a
tready signed in Paris in 1920 awarded Svalbord (Spitsbergen) to
Norway

.

To quote the treaty ..."International rights of access and economic
exploitation were agreed but use for warlike purposes and the
construction of fortifications was expressly forbidden."

Coal mining was started on a commercial scale in 1 904 by the Artie
Coal Company of Boston, Massachusetts. In 1932, the Russian mining
company "Arktikugol" began operations in the islands. The token
referred to as "the coldest kopecks" were minted in Leningrad for use
by the company in Spitsbergen.

The total mintage of each is unkown but the tokens are relatively
scarce and are rarely seen offered on today's market. In twenty
years of actively collecting my birth date I have only seen these
tokens offered five or six times and only twice as a complete set.

The tokens were issued in four denominations all dated 1946. Ten,

fifteen, twenty and fifty kopeks. The ten and fifteen kopek tokens
are made of Aluminum-Bronze alloy while the higher denominations are

of the Copper-Nickel variety. Since 100 kopeks equalled one rouble

and the rouble was worth nineteen cents in 1946 the spending power of

these tokens was not overwhelming. Ten kopeks was barely getting

your proverbial two cents worth. However, there probably wasn't very

mush to spend them on living and working in Spitsbergen.

During World War II in 1941 the entire population was evacuated by

the Allied forces and mines were set fire to prevent their falling

into enemy hands. A German garrison sent there was expelled in 1942

§C“pi-e^'Sp, ii Norwegian force and a subsequent German raid in 194 3

c6mpleted the destruction of the mines and accompanying housing.
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In 1944, Russia sought to revise the tready but Norway refused, hence
Russia still refuses to recognize Norway's fisheries protection zone
around Svalbord.

Today, coal is the islands main product. Asbestos, copper, gypsum,
iron, marble, mica, zinc, and phosphate deposites have also been
identified

.

There are two Norwegian and two Russian mining camps in operation.
The tffihalepopulation in January, 1 988 was 3,932 , of whom 1,387 were
Norwegian, 2,535 were in the Soviet settlements, and 10 were at the
Polish research station. Longyear City (appropriately named) on
Spitsbergen is the seat of government in this land of the Midnight
Sun. The Svalbord budget was 73m kroner of which 41.5m kroner was
direct subsidy from Norway. (U.S. $1.00 = 6.93 kroner) ( Krone =
$0.1444) as reported in the Wall Street Journal August 9, 1988.

The USSR currently maintains a helicopter station and mobile radar
base adjoining its coal mining settlement at Brentsburg, on
Spitsbergen

.

The Norwegian state-owned coal company, Store Norske Spitsbergen
Kulkompagni, directly employs 60% of the Norwegian population in
Svalbord. Besides operating the coal mines it runs many of the
local services and provides most of the local amenities. In 1986 it
was estimated to be losing about 100m kroner a year.

The North Atlantic Drift washes the west coast of the islands and
makes navigation possible for more than half the year. 130 species
of vegetation flourish along the coast and tundra. Waterfowl abound
but land animals are nearly extinct. Raindeer, polor bear, arctic
hare, blue and white fox are now protected species.

Spitebergen is indeed a part of the "Land of the Midnight Sun" but I

have no intentions of basking in that cold clime or spending my cold
cash (correction) my "coldest kopecks" there.

References
The Europe Yearbook 1988, Volume II 1988, p. 2059
Columbia Lippincott Gazetteer of the World, Leon Seltzer, Ed. 1952.
Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1980 edition by Chester L. Krause
and Clifford Mishler 6th edition, Krause Publications p. 1584.***********

500th MEETING FOR RED ROSE COIN CLUB

Lancaster's Red Rose Coin Club celebrated its 500th meeting on October
20, 1988, and there to speak and offer his congratulations was Steve
Taylor, President of the American Numismatic Association.

Founded in 1958, the club is also marking its 30th year in 1988.

The club holds meetings on the first Monday of every month, as wellas the third Thursday -- although the Thursday night meetings arenot held in the summer or in November (replaced by their annual ban-quet) and December. Thus, they have 19 meetings every year. Thurs-day meetings usually have less attendance - but not so on October 20!
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Mr. Taylor, who had recently com-
pleted a trip to England , noted his
heavy travel schedule during his
remarks. In fact, the following
morning, he was flying to Colorado
Springs for an ANA meeting. After
speaking , Mr . Taylor was presented
a paperweight memento from the
club. Below are Club Pres. Sam
Nolt (center) and Red Rose member
Mort Kadushin (left) with Taylor.

Special attractions at the 500th
meeting included an elegant cake
(pictured here), appropriately dec-
orated with dozens of red roses
(symbol of the club and Lancaster).
Every member also received an
elongated cent, showing the club's
name and symbol, the date and the
heading, "500th meeting."

The club is also known for its very
strong membership — illustrated by
the 110 people who attended that
special night - some of whom are
pictured below.

At each regular meeting, Red Rose
gives out one or two door prizes
(such as proof sets) , but on this
occasion, they also gave out 30
more --marble paperweights on which
is a club medal commemorating the
day when Lancaster was the nation-
al capital (Sept. 27, 1777).

During its 30 years, the club has
had a total of 18 Presidents (two
of whom are now deceased). At the
Oct. 20 meeting, 12 of those past
Presidents were on hand to aid the
festivities. Two of these, John
Eshbach and Dick Duncan (who, inci-
dentally, served four terms apiece)
set up a display of memorabilia
and medals from the club ' s h i story

.



Red Rose Coin Club has issued com-
momorative medals in bronze and
pure silver (.999 Fine) every year
since 1966 - recognizing important
local people, buildings and events.
In fact, the club won a top national
award for their medal issues in
1978, from The Freedoms Foundation
at Valley Forge.

This year's medal issue, recogniz-
ing the 50th anniversary of Lanc-
aster's J.P.McCaskey High School,
was very popular. There were 200
silver and 500 bronze medals pro-
duced, all of which were snapped
up by club members and the public
within a month of their delivery.

$110 for One Medal!

Each silver medal is serially num-
bered on the edge -- and many mem-
bers are eager to get their same
medal number each year (often
matching their club membership
number). At the 500th meeting,
the club auctioned off silver
medal Number 1. Bidding began
slowly, but it became spirited
as those in attendance realized
this was the last 1988 medal to
be available (plus being #l),and
the final winning bidder got his
"prize" for a bid of $110.

Another Memento

Besides receiving the elongated
cent -- recognizing their 500th
meeting — Red Rose Coin Club
members received another nice me-
mento this fall. An encased cent
was issued, framed with aluminum,
on which is inscribed, "30 Years
of Numismatics, 1958 - 1988" on
one side, and the club's name and
location (Lancaster, Pa.) on the
other side. The encased cent was
produced with both 1958 and 1988
cents for members of the club. A
small additional number - with the
1988 date - was also produced for
the public, or for members who
might want another encased cent.

The club produced a history book
after 10 years, and again after 20
years. Another is now in planning.

Pictured here conducting the 500th
meeting is 1988 President Sam Nolt
(standing) and, from left to right,
Frank Mellinger, Membership Chair-
man; Jim Hebei, Secretary; and
Ralph Mills, Treasurer.

Secrets of Success

This club is known as one of the
more successful ones around — per-
haps in the whole country! What
makes it successful? Past-Pres.
Dick Duncan discussed the club's
"secrets of success" at the 1988
national ANA Convention in Cincinn-
ati (July 19-23). He noted that
Red Rose tries to have something
for everyone -- which means the
business meetings are short, fol-
lowed by an interesting educational
program (but limited to 20 to 30
minutes), and concluding with an
auction of numismatic materials.
Below, conducting the Oct. 20 auc-
tion are Paul Haleman and Mel Sangrey

.
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Junior Member activities are also
a part of Red Rose Coin Club ac-
tivities — although the club ad-
mits it does not have all the an-
swers to building junior membership.

Junior talks are a regular part of
Red Rose meetings. A Junior is
given a coin (usually a foreign
one) which he (or she) researches/
draws a picture of it/ and then/
at a meeting/ speaks about that
coin for a couple of minutes. (He
can then keep the coin.) Pictured
here is Junior Member Jon Hebei
(right), giving such a talk at the
October 20 meeting, as his father,
Jim Hebei (Club Secretary) holds
Jon's picture of the coin.

Big Award Winner

Jon Hebei has also been active
in several other respects as a

Junior Member — including the
regular exhibiting of numismatic
materials at club shows sponsored
by Red Rose and other organiza-
tions. He has won several exhibit
awards due to these activities.

Undoubtedly, Jon's most impress-
ive recognition came in mid-Octo-
ber at the show of the Middle At-
lantic Numismatic Association.

At the MANA Awards Breakfast on

Sunday, October 16, 1988, the

winner of "The Middle Atlantic's
Most Outstanding Young Numismatist"
award proved to be Jonathan S. Hebei.
He's shown holding his MANA award
plaque, below, at Red Rose's 500th
meeting on October 20.

Here, also, is a close-up of Jon's
award plaque from MANA, which he
accepted in Wilmington last month.
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YOU, YOUR COIN CLUB AND THE AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION
The District Representation Program initiated by the ANA many years ago is cur-

rently being revised. This effort is being championed by Ralph Langham, of New
Fairfield, Conn. The object of his effort is to make the DR program more reflec-
tive of member concerns.

Presently Langham is the national coordinator for the program, a pyramid of
representation. He feels that by starting at the very roots of the hobby, the ANA
will remain a strong and responsive organization.

At the bottom of the pyramid are the 850 ANA member coin clubs. They appoint,
elect or take volunteers for the post of club rep to the ANA. The club repre-
sentative then work through district delegates who, in turn, work with regional
coordinators and, ultimately, LANGHAM. It is then part of Langham' s job to act as
liaison to ANA headquarters in Colorado Springs.

He has set four major goals for the program: communications, unity, pride and
ethics. More "upward reporting," Langham has stressed, is* necessary for him to act
on issues that confront coin clubs and their members. He can only fight a problem
with which he is familiar. Presently, the vehicle of communication between the
pyramid and the coin clubs takes the form of a news letter about every two months.
Its focus is not the hobby in general, but rather the hobby at the local level.
Past issues have contained a letter column, book reviews, request forms for slide
programs and opinion polls.

Unity among clubs, Langham feels, can add substantial strenght to the program.
Clubs facing similar problems may find common solutions. Such unity will lead to
pride in the ANA and ultimately, "put the fun" back in numismatics.

A Senior Advisory Committee has been created to assist the new ANA club DR
program. The responsibilities of this committee is to consult with or actively
participate in the development of strategies to strengthen and provide continuity
not only for this program but for all ANA coin clubs. Members appointed no the
committee and areas of responsibilities are: Walter Breen, ethics (the program's
theme for 1989); Rodger Bryan, professional numismatist involvement; Robert Charters
bereavement and consolation; Dr. Bob Colby, fiscal solvency; Robert Dempsev, senior
citizen opportunities; Larry Gentile, Sr., young numismatists; Charles Richards,
1891 Club; and Julius Turoff, exhibit programs.

To successfully implement this ambitious program it was necessary to divide the
country into 12 regions. Pennsylvania, along with New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia and West Virginia comprise Region 2. The coordinator for this region is
Willard R. Mumford, 987 Sherwood Forest, Annapolis, MD 21401. Presently, there are
only five district delegates for Pennsylvania. John H. Burns, 96 LaMont Dr.,
N. Huntington, PA 15642; Sam Deep, 1920 Woodside Road,Glenshaw, PA 15116; Samuel
Seibert, Box 506, Elizabethtown, PA 17022; Gerald Kochel, 14 W. Ornge St., Lititz,
PA 17543 and John R. Eshbach, Box 71 , Smoketwon, PA 17576. The Pittsburgh area and
central PA are well represented. Active and willing ANA members are needed, as
delegates for the northeast, north central and northwest regions of the state. One
or two delegates from the Philadelphia area would also be helpful.

Most of the Pennsylvania coin clubs have appointed club representatives and
support the ANA DR program. Some of the names currently on the DR list may be
incorrect or other individuals may have since been appointed. In any event, please
continue the practice of selecting one of your ANA members to this important
position and forward their name to one of the District Delegates or the Regional
Coordinator. This is most .unportant because the chain of communications must
remain connected for the program to be effective and productive.

What are the duties of the Club Representative? It is not a demanding task, a
short report to your membership about activities of other coin clubs, the state
association and the ANA; an occasional report about some of your clubs' activities
or special events; a yearly report on your new officers and your meeting location
and com show dates. These are the kind of items you want published anyway, forey generate interest in your club and perhaps could increase your membership.

Join R. Eshbach, District Delegate, PA
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SALES TAX REPEAL STATUS REPORT

A flyer was circulated to all PA coin dealers attending the ANA Convention in
Cincinnati to attend an ICTA meeting relating- to the PA sales tax effort. Of the 31

dealers notified, only 4 attended. It was decided to form a PA ICTA satellite and
to hire a lobbyist to shepherd the tax bills through the legislature.

ICTA representative, Paul Mousseau, and 6 Philadelphia area coin dealers argued
for the repeal of the sales tax at the August 16 hearings in Philadelphia. Steve
Taylor, Robert Leuver and David Ganz, of the ANA; coin dealer Saul Weitz and your
president testified at the August 23rd hearing in Pittsburgh.

House Bill 1494 was voted out of committee and is now in the House Appropri-
ations Committee waiting additional coin dealer sales tax information. Senate Bill
422, the only piece of related legislation being considered by the Senate, was
tabled pending review of the language it contained. It is doubtful that any further
action on these bills will occur this year because of the limited time remaining in

this legislative session.
With the exception of a pre-hearing news story in the Philadelphia Inquirer,

PAN has not received any public acknowledgment of its participation in this effort.

A sincere thank you to all that' expressed your opinion on this issue to your
legislators, because your participation was the spark needed to get the legislative

ball rolling.

FROM 1 HE PAST -

The series of articles, from the Lancaster Inquirer, con-

tinue and still reflect the need for small change during the

early part of the Civil War. Fractional currency was in cir-

culated for some time but the emphasis was now centered

on the lowly cent.

March 20, 1863

Scarcity of Cents — Surprise is expressed everywhere at the

scarcity of cents, and no one appears to be able to give a satisfactory

reason for it. The most general opinion is that they are being

hoarded, but what benefit is to be derived from hoarding either the

nickel or three cent pieces, is difficult to percieve, for, as is remark-

ed in the money article of the Ledger, both these coins are far below

their nominal value in gold and silver — are not legal tender nor

valuable for the payment of imports. They are tokens representing

home values for the convenience of trade, and the universal hoard-

ing of them is among the most foolish of the many foolish freaks

in the past year’s history of our currency. The amount of each is

immense, and the daily production of the nickel is kept up with all

the power of the machinery for that purpose at the United States

mint, and is little less than about five million of pieces per month,

and this rate of production has been kept up for nearly a year past.

Before the Banks suspended specie payments and the era of univer-

sal paper, the nickel cent, then much less abundant than now, was

at a discount in exchange for bank notes of four to six percent.

Has any hoarder of these coins stopped to think what the discount

will be when the immense addition coined within the past year

comes into free circulation? So great a nuisance will the nickel be

felt, that a discount of ten, perhaps fifteen, oer cent, will hardly

exchange it for the paper of specie paying banks.

March 21 ,
1 863

Rules Regulating the Redemption of Mutilated Currency:

As there seems to be some misapprehension in the public mind rela-

tive to the rules by which the Treasury Department is governed in

the redemption of mutilated Treasury notes and postage currency,

we publish the following:

1. Fragments of a note will not be redeemed unless it shall be

clearly evident that they constitute one half or more of the original

note, in which case, notes, however mutilated, will be redeemed in

proportion to the whole note, reckoning by fifths.

2. Mutilations less than one tenth will be disregarded, unless

fraudulent; but any mutilation which destroys more than one tenth

will reduce the redemption value of the whole note by one fifth its

face value.

3. Mutilated notes presented for redemption must be in sums

not less than three dollars of the original full face value.

April 11, 1863

Sale of Coins — A sale of coins took place yesterday afternoon

in Philadelphia. Some of the copper coins brought a higher price

than the silver ones, on account of their rarity. A cent, and half

a cent, of 1763 sold for one dollar each; a chain cent of ‘93’, the

same; and one of 1794, a dollar and fifty cents. A ten dollar gold of

1795, brought sixteen and a half dollars. (1763 cent? ed.)

April 23, 1863

Counterfeit Postage Currency — The bogus fifty cent postal

notes in circulation may be detected by examining the backs of the

notes where the words “or designated U.S. depository” occur. In

the genuine note there is a flourish composed of three curved lines

under these words. In the counterfeit there are but two lines.

June 24, 1 863

Counterfeit Postage Currency — Some time ago, we noted

the fact of counterfeit postage currency being in existence. From

our exchange we learn that in several parts of the country simulta-

neous attempts have been made to shove it into circulation, showing

that their must be a band of counterfeiters organized to palm oft

this trash on unsuspecting parties. From last evening’s Philadelphia

Bulletin, we learn that a woman named Eliza Platt was held in

$1 ,000 bail on Monday, on the charge of attempting to pass counter-

feit postage currency. She had made a purchase, and in payment

gave three $2 notes on the Union Bank of Reading, and nine 50 cent

postage notes, all of which were counterfeit. It is also alleged that

thirty-four of the bogus postage currency notes were found upon

her person. The counterfeits differ from the genuine notes in this.

The heads of Washington are poorly executed, the mouth in

the counterfeit being larger than the genuine. The engraving on the

back around the figure 50, is much better done in the genuine, and

has a clear, distinct appearance, which it has not in the counterfeits.

Our storekeepers would do well to be on the lookout tor these

counterfeits, for there will, undoubtly, be an effort to pass them in

this section.

October 31, 1863

Pocket Book Lost - This morning a poor woman lost her

pocket book at market, and was forced to go home without any

marketing. It contained seven Iwenty-tive cent notes and some ten

and five cent notes, the whole amount being $2.25. The finder ot it

will do an act of charity and justice by leaving it at the mayor s

concluded next issue
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NEWS AND VIEWS FROM AROUND THE STATE

MANA SOUVENIR CARDS
The Washington Plate Printers Union has produced a

souvenir card for the recent MANA Convention. The set of

four cards, 6” x 8”, features locomotive vignettes from the

United States Banknote Co. The set sells for $10.00 and

orders should be sent to L. B. Katen, Post Office Box 4047,

Silver Springs, MD 20904.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Ten persons are on record as joining PAN as regular

members and one life member this quarter.

Michael Joseph Sowinski J-88-525

RD 1, Box 321

Scotdale, PA 1 5683

Sam Deep R-88-526

1920 Weedside Road

Glenshaw, PA 15116

Armand Champa R-88-527

Box 22316

Louisville, KY 40222

Jules Reiver R-88-528

1802 Forrest Road

Wilmington, DE 19810

W. J. Lengoud-Lewis R-88-529

225 E 46, No. 6H

New York, NY 10017

Ernest J. Montgomery R-88-530

1216 Minnesoto Ave.

Natrona Hights, PA 1 5065

Don Bonser R-88-531

Hazleton, PA 18101

Thomas E. Osieski R-88-532

21 1 Prynn Street

Peckville, PA 18452

V. J. Jordan, Jr. R-88-533

1904 Rogers

Amarillo, TX 79106

Alan Ackerman R-88-534

Box 443

East Brunswick, NJ 08816

Alex J. Barna L-21

P.O. Box 189

Broomall, PA 19008

AUGUST ISSUE PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

Due to the limited space available in this issue, only the

solutions of the puzzle page will be given.

The name of the organization is the American Numis-

matic Association. The names of the past presidents are:

Anderson, Bauer, Belt, Bergen, Bowers, Boyer, Brenner,

•clarke, Criswell, Dodson, Duffieid, Ferguson, Frey, Hatie,

Heath, Heaton, Hoffecker, Hooper, Jerrems, Judd, Moore,

Kortjohn, Moss, Panosh, Pittman, Schook, Sipe, Sheldon,

Thorson, Wildee, Wormser, Wright, Wurtzbach, Yewger, and

Zerbe.

When, Where, and Who?

1. 1858 — New York

2. 1878 — Pittsburgh

3. 1888 — George Heath

4. 1891

5. Pittsburgh - Pniladelphia

6. Farran Zerbe

7. 1978

Thanks to Jim Hebei, Jr. and Wayne Homren for their

contributions to the Puzzle Page.

NEWS BRIEFS

The recent PAN Convention in Scranton was a great

success highlighted by excellent educational programs, ex-

hibits, well attended bourse, enjoyable banquet and benefit

auction. Although the story of the convention is reported

elsewhere in this issue, a word of thanks must be extended

to all members of the Scranton Coin Club and PAN that

contributed to the success of this important activity.

Sales of the silver 10th anniversary medal, designed by

Richard Cross, were brisk. Those of you that have not

purchased one as yet, can still do so. Just send $12.95 to

Richard Cross, PO Box 158, Scranton, PA 18504. This

price includes both the medal and postage.

With the mailing of this issue of the Clarion and a possi-

ble December 10 regional PAN meeting, my term as your

president shall end. It iias been a rewarding experience for

me, particularly working with the many dedicated members

throughout the state that have contributed in publishing

of the Clarion, chaired the convention committees, and ex-

cuted the many routine tasks necessary to keep the associ-

ation operating. Thanks for your help.

Robert Matylewicz is your new president for the next

two years. Robert is a full time coin dealer from the North-

east Region and can be reached at 718 E. Elm St., Scranton,

PA 18505, phone No. (717) 346 0280. He will be pleased

to receive any suggestions you may have for improving the

hobby or the stature of PAN.

The new editor of the Clarion is Richard Duncan, All

communications pretaining to the Clarion should be direct-

ed to him at 611 Fairway Drive, Lancaster, PA J7603,

Phone No. (717) 393 9029. 1 am positive the new look of

the Clarion will oe to your liking and very possibly, tire pub-

lication could receive the ‘best publication award’ from the

ANA, because of his expertise.

We are pleased to receive ads from two new advertisers,

D. Patrick. Rineer operating as Lancaster Stamp & Coin Co,

Lancaster, PA and John Paul Sarosi, Inc., Johnstown, PA.

Thank you both for your support of PAN.

Season’s greetings to all our PAN members and the best

for ‘89.’ John R. Eshbach, President
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The Twelve Days of Christmas
Holiday values from John Paul Sarosi, Inc.

On the first day of Christmas my

true-love gave to me. .

.

Silver Proof Eagles. One ounce .999 fine silver in Proof condi-

tion. Housed in a custom purple velvet box. 1986 $32.00;

1987 $23.00

1988 $32.00

1988 Olympic coins. A percentage of each sale is contributed by

the US mint to support our Olympic effort. Housed in a

custom velvet-like burgundy display case. Issued both a

silver dollar and $5 gold coin. 1988-S silver Proof dollar

$29.00 2 pc. Proof set w/$5 gold coin $260.00 2 pc. Uncir-

culated set w/$5 gold coin $250.00

On the second day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

United States Prestige Proof sets. Includes all regular issue

coins and the special commemorabves issued for the par-

ticular year. 1983 incl. Olympic dollar $115.00 1984 incl

Olympic dollar $70.00 1986 incl. Statue of Liberty dollar and

half $55,00 1987 incl. Constitution dollar $45.00 1988 incl.

Olympic dollar $55.00

On the third day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me. .

.

One of each regular issues Proof set dated 1968 thru 1988 (21)

Each in original government case of issue $218.00

One of each regular issue Proof set dated 1955-1964 (10) 90%
silver dime, quarter, half dollar included in each set. Each in

original government envelope $260.00

On the fourth day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

All in original government case of issue. 1960-Small Date Proof

set $25.00 1970-S Small Date Proof set $75.00; 1976 3 pc.

silver Bicentennial Proof set $17.50 1979-S TYPE 2 Proof set

$ 100.00

On the fifth day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

1964-1988 PDS CH/GEM BU & PR (70 pc.) set Kennedy half

dollars incl. 1979-S & 1981-S PROOF TYPE 2 in custom

Oansco album $245.00

1971-1978 PDS CH/GEM BU & PR (32 pc.) set Eisenhower

dollars incl. all silver issues in custom Dansco album

$180.00

1979-1981 PDS CH/GEM BU & PR (14 pc.) set Susan B. An-

thony dollars incl. 1979-S & 1981-S PROOF TYPE 2 in

custom Dansco album $175.00

On the ninth day of Christmas my true

love gave to me. .

.

1986 Statue of Liberty coinage half dollar, silver dollar, $5 gold

UNCIRCULATED PROOF
1986 half dollar $7.75 $9.00

1986 silver dollar 26.50 30.00

1986 2 pc. set 33.00 3500
1986 3 pc. set w/$5 gold ... 300.00 250.00

On the sixth day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me. .

.

1934-1938 PDS short set of Buffalo nickels CH/GEM BU in

custom Capital plastic holder $475.00

1938-1964 PDS CH/GEM BU Jefferson nickels in custom

Dansco album incl. all silver war-time issues $170.00

1941-1945 PDS short set Mercury dimes CH/GEM BU in Capital

Plastic custom holder $225.00

1946-1964 PDS CH/GEM BU Roosevelt dime set in custom

Dansco album incl. the popular 1949-S $160.00

1941-1964 PDS short set Washington quarters CH/GEM BU in

custom Dansco album-new lower price $380.00

On the seventh day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

One each 1971-1974 40% Proof and Uncirculated silver

Eisenhower dollars (8 coins) in onginal government case of

issue $95.00

1982 George Washington silver commemorative half dollar;

available in both Proof and Uncirculated. Your choice

$10.00

Or ten for 95.00

On the eighth day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

Lustrous AU/BU fifty coin roll Mercury silver dimes $89.00

Creamy AU/BU twenty coin roll Walking Liberty halves .. $199.00

CHOICE AU/BU forty coin roll Buffalo nickels. Guaranteed to

have at least a dozen different dates & mintmarks incl. a

1913 $249.00

Fifty fbin roll of FULL LIBERTY Indian cents - hard-to-find nice

circulated pieces $75.00

OR Bakers dozen (13 pcs.) of all FULL LIBERTY Indian cents of

different dates $25.00

On the tenth day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

$1 TY1

VF/EF

$170.

EF/AU

$180

AU/CH AU

$200

BU60/60 plus

$550

1 TY 2 280 450 1400 4300.

1 TY 3 165 175. 195. 550

,2.5 UB 185 205 240 600

,2.5 IND 180. 195. 210 350.

3 475 625 950. 2500

,5 LIB 150. 160 185. 275.

5 IND 200. 220. 260 675.

10 LIB 245 255 270. 310

10 IND 440. 450 465 575.

20 LIB 475. 490 510 545.

,20 IND 525. 535 550. 575.

On the eleventh day of Christmas my
true-love gave to me...

1972 Doubled Die Lincoln cent CH/GEM BU Full Mint red

$175.00

1983 Doubled Die Lincoln cent reverse CH/GEM BU Full red

$250 00

1938 D/S Buffalo nickel CHOICE BU 50.00

On the twelfth day of Christmas my true

love gave to me...
Selected inventory commemorative half dollars grading MS-60

Alabama $265. Lincoln-lllinois $135.

135.Alabama 2x2 360.

Antientam 480

Bay Bridge 265.

Bridgeport 170.

'92 Columbian 70.

’93 Columbian 70.

Connecticut 275.

Grant w/star 715.

Grant 140.

Hawaiian .. 880.

Hudson 545.

Huguenot-Walloon . 125.

Maryland 195.

Missoun 2x4 450.

Missouri 420.

70.

Panama-Pacific 385.

Spanish Trail 770.

Fort Vancouver 400.

240

Booker T. Washington Type

12.

Isabella Quarter 480.

Lafayette Dollar 910.

Select BU
1878-CC $135.00

1880-CC 175.00

1881-CC 200.00

1882-CC 95.00

1883-CC 85 00

1884-CC 85.00

1885-CC 245 00

CHOICE B(J $20 ST.

Date of oMFl ustrous &

Creamy $825.00

Complete 97 pc. Morgan silver dollar set grading full FINE

to Uncirculated with over 20 coins full BU. 1878-1921

P, D, S, 0, CC $2900.00

Complete 29 pc. Morgan silver dollar Year set grading

FINE to Uncirculated. One coin from each year 1878-

1904 and 1921 $575.00

rERMS OFSALE:
1. Payment terms: U.S. Post Office and American Express money orders shipped im-

mediately. ALL OTHER CHECKS MUST CLEAR THREE WEEKS

2. We accept MasterCard and VISA We need the issuing bank, bank’s city and state, card

number, expiration date. No credit cards on $20 gold pcs.

> 1. PA residents add 6% sales tax.

A. Postage and handling fees: $3.00 if order is less Oran $100.00; $5.00 d order is over

$100.00; $7.50 on all credit card orders

5. Guarantee: All items guaranteed genuine. Any items can be returned in 15 days for

refund for any reason including grading No return on bullion items Grading is subyec-
• In* and all grades are our opinion of the state ol preservation No warranty expressed

or implied is made with respect to descnpbons which can and do vary among grading

experts Please do compare our quality with coins you purchase elsewhere let us know
if you can find comparable quality tor less!

5. All returns must be in onginal holders, unopened and undamaged

EAGLE JEWELRY
The US gold Eagle is set in a 14K gold bezel

slightly recessed to protect it from wear. All

chain is 14K solid rope. Prices include coin,

bezel and chain. Available with screw-top

bezel or prong diamond-cut rope (pictured)

$5 Eagle 1/10 oz.

PLAIN DC ROPE
16" $185. $235.

18" 200. 250.

20” 215. 265.

24” 240. 290.

$10 Eagle 1/4 oz.

PLAIN DC ROPE
16" $275. $320.

18" 290 330.

20" 300. 345.

24” 325. 370.

CH/GEM BU set 1948-1963 PDS Franklin half dollars in

custom album $500.00

Complete 35 pc. set Franklin silver half dollars grading

AU-Uncirculated. A very nice set of this popular coin

$299.00

1941-1945 PDS short set Walking Liberty halves grading

CH/GEM BU Creamy, lustrous original coins housed in

a custom album $1900.00

Complete 65 pc. set Walking Liberty silver half dollars

grading GOOD to Almost Uncirculated. 1916-1947 PDS
set 475.00

Your friends in the world ofcoins

JOHN PAUL SAROSI, INC.
John Paul Sarosi

LM ANA 2505SEND FOR

FREE

CATALOG Kathy Sarosi

• NUMISMATICS • JEWELRY • PRECIOUS METALS •

(814) 535-6766 llOVi Market Street/P.O. Bo* 729 • Johnstown, PA 15907

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-334-1163

(814)539-9358

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Do what the professionals do!

Aword ofadvice to

Lancastrians selling

coins, gold, silver,

sterling &>jewelry.

Most l);mks otter professional

management of personal estates

tltm their Trust Departments.

1 liese estates usually inelnde

sueli assets ;is gold, silver, coins,

sterling and jewelry.

Wlien a trust or estate most he

liquidated, the Trust Depart-

ment must obtain the highest

prices possible for these assets.

Stcininctz Coins iVs. Currency

has served as I.stale Appraisers

for many of the area hanks. In

many instances Stein met/, has

purchased the appraised items

from the hank ... paying top

current market prices for the

valuables.

Wlien you wish to sell your

old coins and valuables, do

what the professionals do. See

Stcininctz for an appraisal and

otter. The appraisal is l'HKT.

... and you ran rely on the

reputation, honesty

and integ-

rity of Stein-

met/. Coins

to pay you

lop dollar ..

whether you'll

selling it single item or an entire

collection.

No need to deal with a transient

... we're hen- till the time.

Steinmctz Coins is a locally

owned and operated organi-

zation. serving the community
fin- well over a decade.

Before you sell ... see Stcin-

tnetz. We pay top prices for

all jour gold, silver, coins,

gem stones, bullion,

sterling fvjewelry. /''-I. y

< * tins ( lumiKT.Im.'.

NOTICE . . . EFFECTIVE JU1 Y 31WE \Y11 .1 . MOVE IN TO
OUR OWN NEW BUII .DING I .OCATEI) AT
350 CENTERVII .1 K RD.-l ANCAS I I.R

(Ik-hind Bonanza)

:

* , ‘ vr


